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Widget is a fancy word for tools or content that you can add, arrange, and remove from the sidebars of your 

blog. Widgets make it easy to customize the content of your blog sidebar. 

You can access the widgets is from the Appearance menu in your Dashboard. 

To open and close a widget, mouse over the widget bar and click the small arrow that appears to the right. 

Adding Widgets 

To add a widget, drag the widget from the Available Widgets or Inactive Widgets area on the left into the 

Sidebar area on the right. When you see a dashed line appear, you can drop the widget into place. 

 

You can also change the order of the widgets by dragging and dropping them around in the sidebar. 

 

Configuring Widgets 

Each widget has configuration options. To make changes to a widget in the 

sidebar, click on the triangle in the right side. 
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This will open up the options for the widget. Each widget will be different. Here is an example of the 

Archives widget. 

After you have have configured the widget, click the Save button. 

Clicking the Close link will minimize the configuration options again. 

 

Removing Widgets 

If you would like to remove a widget from the sidebar, click the Delete 

link in the configuration options as show above. 

 

Default Widgets 

If you haven’t added any widgets to your sidebars, the theme will show a default set of widgets, which will 

not be listed in the Sidebar area. When you add widgets to a sidebar the default set of widgets will no longer 

be used. 

 

Widget Accessibility Mode 

If you need a more accessible way to add widgets, click Screen Options -> Enable accessibility mode to 

turn off the drag and drop feature. 

 

In accessibility mode, you can modify widgets using the Add and Edit links next to each widget name. 

 

 

No Sidebars Defined 

The Monotone theme does not support widgets and you will see the following message: 
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Pages Widget 

The Pages widget, unsurprisingly adds a list of your blogs pages to your sidebar. 

Title – Set the title to be displayed above the list of pages. 

Sort by – When displaying the list of pages you can sort by Page title, 

Page order, or Page ID. Selecting Page title is essentially just an 

alphabetical sort. If you select Page order, you take control over the 

ordering. You will need to set the Page Order option for each page. Page 

IDs are in the order the pages were first created in your Dashboard. 

Exclude – If you would like to keep certain pages from being listed in the 

widget, you can enter the Page IDs (separated by commas). To find the 

Page ID, go to Pages->Edit and hover over the title of the page. The status 

bar of your browser will display a URL with a numeric ID at the end. This is the page ID. 

 

 

Vodpod Videos Widget  http://vodpod.com/  

The Vodpod videos widget lets you display image-links to your favorite videos from around the web in your 

sidebar. 

 

Short Code – You’ll paste the code from Vodpod’s site into this text area. 

Enable Widescreen Player – The widescreen player automatically adds a button to all videos posted on 

your blog that allows your readers to watch each video in widescreen mode right on your site. 
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Blog Stats Widget 

The blog stats widget will display the total number of views to your blog. It’s a nice way of showing off how 

popular your blog is. 

 

Title – Set the title to use above the blog stats count. 

123,45 – Set the word to use along with the number. “Hits” and 

“Views” are popular choices. 

 

Image Widget 

The Image widget provides you with a simple way to display an image in your blog’s sidebar. 

If you are looking to add an image from your computer, make sure that you first upload it from Media -> 

Add New in your blog’s dashboard. Once the image has been uploaded successfully, you can simply copy 

the URL appearing in the File URL field and paste that into the Image URL field of the Image Widget, as 

depicted below. For further help on uploading an image to your Media Library, please refer to the 

appropriate documentation. 

Widget title – The title to be displayed above the 

image. 

URL of image to display – The valid URL of the 

image you wish to display. Check the URL in a 

browser before adding it to the widget. Note that the 

URL should end with an extension specific to an 

image file (such as .jpg, .gif, .png, etc.). 

Alternate text – Text to be used as a replacement 

whenever the image cannot be viewed. 

Image title – Text to be displayed as a tooltip 

(when a mouse pointer is hovered over the image). 

Caption – Text to be displayed as caption under the 

image. When a caption is used, the image and 

caption will have a border style added. 

Image Alignment – How to align the image; 

choices: left, right, center, none. 

Width – The width (in px) to display the image as. This should be a value equal to or less than your theme’s 

sidebar. If you leave this empty, the widget will attempt to determine the original width of the image and use 

that. 
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Height – The height (in px) to display the image as. If you leave this empty, the widget will attempt to 

determine the original height of the image and use that. 

Link URL – The URL to load when the image is clicked. 

 

 

Links Widget 

The Links widget will display any links you’ve created through the links menu. This is a good way of 

sharing the websites you want to recommend to your readers. 

 

Link category – the dropdown allows you to select which 

links to display. You can choose All Links from all categories, 

or just links in a specific link category. If you want to display 

links from multiple categories you can add multiple link 

widgets, each selecting a different category. 

Show link image – Displays the image specified by the image 

address in your links. 

Show link name – Displays the name specified in your links. 

Show link description – Displays the description specified in your links. 

Show link rating – Displays the rating specified in your links. 

These settings refer to the information entered when adding a link. 
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Twitter Widget 

The Twitter widget allows you to display updates from a Twitter account 

in the sidebar of your blog. You can look at the WordPress.com News 

Blog to see an example in action. 

 

Title – Set the title to be shown above the authors. 

Twitter username – The username from Twitter that will be used. When 

looking at your Twitter page, your username is the last part of the URL as 

shown in the image below. 

 

Maximum number of updates to show – How many tweets should be shown (1-20). 

Hide replies – Hides tweets that are a reply to another Twitter user, using @username at the beginning of the 

tweet. 

Text to display between tweet and timestamp – As the label suggests, this allows you to insert additional 

text between the Twitter message and the time it was posted. Typically you would use this to add ‘tweeted’ 

or ‘published’ etc. 

Additional Info 

You can use multiple Twitter widgets to display updates from different accounts on the same blog. 

The widget will check Twitter for updates every 15 minutes, so you may not see new tweets on the blog right 

away. 

If “Protect my updates” is checked in your Twitter account, this widget will not be able to access your 

tweets. See Public vs. Private at Twitter. 

If Hide replies is checked the number of tweets shown may not equal the # set. The # of updates setting is a 

maximum. 
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Text Widget 

Contents: Adding an Image  

 The text widget allows you to add arbitrary text or 

HTML to your sidebar. It is the most popular 

widget because of it’s power and flexibility. 

You can use a text widget to display links, simple 

text, images, tables, CSS styled HTML, or a 

combination. Be aware though that text widgets 

fall under the same code security restrictions that 

blog posts and pages do. If you use any code that 

isn’t allowed it will not be displayed on the blog. 

The first box is for the title to display and the 

second box is for the text widget contents. 

 

Adding an Image 

To add an image to the sidebar, you need to use a little HTML. To get the URL for an image that has been 

uploaded to your blog, go to the Media Library and click on the image. You’ll see a File URL field with the 

location of the uploaded file. Copy the URL. 

 

Now go to Appearance -> Widgets and add a Text Widget. 

You need to type out the HTML that will display the image. Use the URL that you copied from your Media 

Library. Make sure to adjust the width to something that fits well in your sidebar! Each theme is different, so 

you may need to experiment to find the best number to use. Here is how it should look: 
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Flickr Widget 

Contents: Flickr Widget  

The Flickr widget makes it easy to show thumbnails of the latest pictures from 

your Flickr account. 

Title – Sets the title to be shown above the photos. 

Flickr RSS URL – The RSS feed URL for your account on Flickr. Visit your 

photostream on Flickr (not a photo, album, tag, or any other page), scroll down 

to the bottom until you see the RSS icon or the “Latest” link (see screenshot 

below). Right click on it and copy the URL. Paste it into this box. 

 

How many photos would you like to display – You can select to display anywhere from 1 to 10 photos. 

If your Flickr photostream does not show up on your blog, ensure that your privacy settings are not 

preventing public access. To check this, logout of Flickr and try to access your photostream. If you can see 

the photos, it should be okay. If you get an error saying something such as “user does not have any photos 

available to you,” you will need to change your privacy settings. 

Can I use the feeds of a particular Set? 

Yes, you can. However, doing so will only result in the image titles being displayed within your widget. That 

is, no thumbnails will display (like when using the feed of your Photostream). This makes the use of sets 

with the Flickr widget rather unattractive. You can find the feed URL to a particular set by viewing the 

respective set and following the steps as outlined above. 

Can I use the feeds of a particular Tag? 

Yes, and this can even serve as an effective solution to the shortcomings of the set feeds (as mentioned 

above). You can apply a specific tag to each photo in a set, and then use the tag feed with the widget. While 

viewing a particular tag, scroll down and click the “Latest” link in the RSS area. The tag feed will appear in 

your address bar. Copy and paste it into the Flickr widget. 


